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SHREDI: A REMOVAL-DIFFUSION SHIELDING 

CODE FOR X-Y AND R-Z GEOMETRIES 

A. Daneri - G. Toselli 

1. INTRODUCTION 

SHREDI, written in FORTRAN IV for the IBM 360/75 computer, is a shiel^ 

ding code to execute removal-diffusion computations for bi-dimensional 

shields in r-z or x-y geometries. It may also deal with monodimensional 

problems (infinitely high cylinders or slabs) and execute calculations at 

a fixed level or the shield for problems with finite dimension core. 

Given the spatial fission density distribution in the core of a rea£ 

tor, the geometry, the compositions and the macroscopic removal cross se£ 

tions, SHREDI computes removal fluxes at some points of the reactor shield 
:or each removal energy group. 

The removal fluxes are utilized to calculate the removal sources for 

diffusion energy groups. These sources are obtained at all the diffusion 

nesh points by interpolation. SHREDI may also compute diffusion or adjoint 

diffusion fluxes. Th? former are used for calculating the total neutrcn 

fluxes and activations; the latter can be utilized by Monte Carlo codes 

as a guess for the importance function. 

The anisotropic diffusion apprjximation [l] is adopted in diffusion 

(lux computation. The anisotropic diffusion coefficients must be given to 

:he code. These coefficients can be computed by means of the TRUD code [2] 

in the case of x-y geometries. For these geometries r'.t is also possible 

to take into account rectangular cavities since TRUD calculates diffusion 

coefficients in these regions. 

SHREDI is organized so as to execute, separately, removal, diffusion 

and activation computations, memorizing t'.ie partial results on peripheral 

units. 



2. REMOVAL-DIFFUSION METHOD 

The removal-diffusion aethod for studying neutron penetration through 

the nuclear reactor shields, follows neutron behaviour in two successive 

stages. 

In the first stage, the method takes into account all the neutrons 

born in the core until they undergo an interaction with the shield nuclides: 

the uncollided nertron fluxes are computed at some shield points in each 

energy interval. 

In the second stage, the fraction of these neutrons which undergoes 

a collision, is taken as the source for starting the computation in the 

multigroup anisotropic diffusion approximation. 

2.1 REMOVAL FLUX COMPUTATION 

Given a spatial fission density distribution, F(P ), at points P 

of the core, the uncollided neutron flux (removal ; flux) at the shield . 

point P at energy E , is: 

•R<E« V » *$?• 
F(P >e- C ( E'VV dV 

V (P - P )' 
core s c 

(t) 

x(E) is the fission spectrum 

C(E :,P ,P ) is the number of mean free-paths at energy E between core 

point P and shield point P , that is 

C(E,P„,P.) - Y (E.P)dP , 

pip «•» 
c s 
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where £„ (E,P) is the macroscopic removal cross section at '"Kern 
energy E at point P . 

Having subdivided the energy range into groups, SHREDI computes the 

removal flux in each energy group: 

-rl*CP P Ì 

ig t F(P )e "* * V s'dV 
*Ì8(P ) - |=- I ~ = • (2) 
R s 4* h (P - p ) ? 

core s c 
for bidimensio.ial shields (r-z or x-y geometries) and monodimensional 
shields (cylinders or slabs). 
ÌR X is the fraction of the fission neutrons born in the energy group 

ig - -Ì8 ' f ig - -
5 (Pc'Ps) " J ^em<P>dP • »> 

P ->•? . _ c s 
ln (P) is the macroscopic removal cross section in the group ig . 

It is necessary to give the code macroscopic removal cross sections 

defined by suitably limiting the interval of the values of the an 

gle for which the collided neutrons can be considered practically 

undeviated and not slowed down. 

2.1.1 Geometry description 

In r-z geometries, the core is assumed to be cylindrical. (The admi^ 

ted core-shield configurations are shown in fig. 1). 

In x-y geometries the core is considered as a parallelepiped (whether 

finite or aot) and the code studies as a shield section orthogonal to the 

core axis. (The admitted core shield configurations are shown in fig.2). 

In both bidimensional g^sactrle» (r-z,x-y), if h is *he shield 

height, tue code can compute the removal flux at some points of the whole 

shield or of a shield portion limited by the planes z (or v)»z . and 
' r mm 

z (or y)-z , where 0 s z . < z * h. When z . mz , the pro-
7 max * " nun * max * m m max 

blem is a particular monodimensional problem with finite dimension core. 

Besides, in x-y gaoottry it is possible to exclude from calculation 

also a vertical band, so that, indicating by I the shield width in x 

direction, the computation it executed in the portion of shield limited 

> 
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by the planes x-x . , x t , y*y . and r-y , «here 0 <: x . < 1 and 7 v min* ' '«in ' '«ax * x sun 
0< y - < y x h . Some examples are shown in r i g . 3 . 
* ' u n •'max,* r " 

In monodimensional probleas, in r geometry the core is assumer, to be 

an infinitely high cylinder. 

In x geometry the core is considered as a plane slab. 

2.1.2 Definition of spttial fission density distribution 

The spatial fission density distribution, F(P ) , can be defined in 

three different ways: 

I) The user can provide a table of values of F(P ) at all the core points 
c 

utilized for computation of the integral appearing in formula (2). 
II) F(P ) is assumed separable in its variables: 

c 

F(P ) - cfj(r)f2(z) (4) 
c *• 

in r-z geometries, 

F(Pc) - cf1(x)f2(y)f3(z) <4») 

in x-y geometries; 

f. , with i-1,2,3, may have two different forms: 

a) f{(t) - cos m(t-n2> . (5) 

where t-r,z or t*x,y,z and x\\ »n2 a r e parameters chosen so that 

f.(t) >, 0 in its interval of definition; 

b) f .(t) - 1+sind, ——-)-cos(4« •——-) , (6) 
l t2-ti t2-tj 

where t»r,z or t»x,y,z and tj,t2 are the coordinates of the first 

and second core boundary, respectively, in the considered direction. 

In the direction i , in which the core has infinite dimension, 

f.(t) is assumed constant. 

III) F(P ) can be defined by the user through the dummy subroutine ESINO 

included in the code. 
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2.1.3 Choice of shield points 

Due to its mightiness the removal flux calculation is not done for 

all the shield points required for the diffusion calculation. This calcu 

lation is executed only at some suitable points chosen to be utilizable 

in determining the removal flux and the source values by interpolation 

at all points required by subsequent calculations. Interpolation is dors 

by using two—dimensional polynomials which are products of developments 

in series of ChebicèV polynomials truncated at the second or third term 

and defined in suitable shield sub-regions. The code defines these sub-

regions by prolonging all the subdivisions both vertical and horizontal 

between the compositions, and introducing fictitious ones when the dis

tance between two real subdivisions is too great.In this way a rectangu

lar lattice is superimposed on the shield section being examined. Sub

sequently in each of the intervals determined by the subdivisions in 

both directions, the code decides the order k of the interpolating po 
(x) lynomial and defines the coordinates of the shield points P at which 

the removal flux must be computed. 

Later the code ordinates the defined lattice rectangles starting 

from those which surround or are contiguous to the core and going away 

from the core by concentric rings whether complete or not. The removal 

flux calculation -J executed at the shield points belonging to the ordi

nate rectangles. 

For the monodimensional problems, removal flux calculation is only 

performed at some shield points. The removal flux and source values at 

the diffusion mesh points are obtained from the previous values by in

terpolation. 

The code provides three different interpolation .nethods in suitable 

shield sub-intervals. In each sub-interval removal flux may be represented: 

(") If a,b indicate the boundaries of one of the intervals, ~=— • -yP- » 

i-l,...,k+l are the values of these coordinates where p. are the 

zeros of the k+1 degree ChebicSv polynomials in the interval [-1,1]. 
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a) by the function e 

or 

b) by the function e , 

or 

c) by a Chebicev polynomial of the first or second degree. 

The shield sub-intervals are the different composition intervals or sub-

intervals of these. The shield points chosen by the code in each sub-intejr 

vai .re: 

in case a) the two boundary points, 

in case b) the two boundary points and the middle point , 

in case c) points P •** defined for the bidimensional problems, aetermined 

for the direction r(or x). 

2.1.4 Computation of the mean free-path number 

To compute the mean free-path number £ (cfr. formula (3)) between 

a core point and a shield point, the composition map of the reactor bidi-

mensional or monodimensional section must be given to the code. 

When the core is a finite parallelepiped in x-y geometry problema, 

the three-dimensional core map must also be given to the code. Both maps 

are given in input by the so-called overlay method (already employed in 

many diffusion programmes). 

Starting from the assigned shield point in the direction of a core 

point,the code computes successive geometric distances through the Phy

sically different regions and multiplies them by the corresponding macro

scopic removal cross section for each iemova1 energy group. The distance 

is always computed in the three-dimensional space r,z,e or x,y,z . In 

cylindrical problems only the interval [o,ir] i> considered for the e va

riable, due to the core symmetry with respect to the plane 8*0 . 

2.1.5 Evaluation of the integral defining the removal fluxes 

For each shield point P , the integral in formula (2) is evaluated 

by double precisic. arithmetic. Having fixed a point P of the core, the 
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contribution to the integral due to this core point is estimated in each 

energy group. In other words, each step of integration is carried out for 

all the groups before starting the next step. This procedure aims at redu 

cing computation time. 

The variables are considered in the order 9,z,r (or z,y,x). In each 

direction, the integration begings after having found the core point nearest 

the considered shield point. 

The integral calculation for «ach spatial direction begings by using 

Simpson's rule. When for any direction the contribution of an integration 

mesh point is negligible or the integrand function is almost constant, the 

code stops using Simpson's rule and adopts the less accurate trapezoidal 

rule, doubling the integration step. If the code again finds that the con 

tribution is negligible or the function is costant, the integration step 

is once more doubled. If, during che computation executed by the trape

zoidal rule the integrand function changes greatly, and/or the contribu

tion given to the integral is not negligible, the integration step is halv 

ed. The code again uses Simpson's rule if the step is the same as the o-

riginal one. This procedure was adopted to reduce calculation time while 

maintaining the same precision. 

The user may control the research of the integration steps and rule 

to be used through the input data. For each direction three test parame

ters are given to the code: T,e,ei where £\ > e «By these parameters 

the code can decide whether the contribution to the integral is negligi

ble and/or if the integrand function is constant. 

By putting 

P and P , two consecutive integration mesh points, on a line pa

rallel to one of three spatial directions, 

f(P ) the integrand function and 

Af-f(Pc+1)-f(Pc), 

the code executes the following tests and takes the following decisions: 

a) If -t { —? 4 c for all the groups, the integrand function is assumed 

almost constant for all the groups and the code doubles the integration 

step and adopts the trapezoidal rule. 

b) If E < — T < e; at least for one group, and —s- ̂  e for all the other 
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groups, the code keeps the sane integration step and ru>e. 

c) If £j < =-s at least for one group and the integration rule employed 

is the trapezoidal one, the code halves the integration step and aty 

again use Simpson's rule. 

d) If - ex ^ -j for all the groups and —7- < -e at least for one group and, 

in addition, the contribution to the integral is significant for that 

group, i.e. 
c+l 

K - — > T 

C 

Po 

the step and rule are left unchanged. If, on the contrary, K < T the 

codedouble the step and uses the trapezoidal rule, 

e) Finally, if -T- < - ej at least for one group and the contribution 

to the integral is significant during integration by the trapezoidal 

rule, the code halves the step and may again use Simpson's rule. If 

the contribution is not significant the step and rule are left unchang

ed. 

When the shield points a .re far enough from the core, the tests which 

control the integral computation can be modified, if the user so desires. 

Indeed, if all the core ooints give the same contribution to the integral, 

it is not necessary to use a very fine core discretization. After carrying 

out removal flux computation for all the shield points belonging to a 

"ring" surrounding the core (cfr. par. 1.3), if all the core points have 

been used, the code increases the test parameters e,ej multiplying them 

by a suitable ractor p > 1 .By these new test parameters the code exe

cutes the removal flux calculation for the shield points of the subsequent 

ring. In this way we automatically obtain a rougher core discretization 

with consequent running time reduction. 

For the monodimensional problems in the infinite directions the in

tegrand function is always decreasing. The first integration step is de

fined in input by the user. The integration procedure is the same as the 

other geometries and the integral is stopped when the contribution is ne

gligible, i.e. <T/10 . 

, 
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Lastly, we remark that in the integral (2) calculation a numerical 

criticality can occur when the shield point is very near the core. Owing 

to the adopted removal flux and source interpolation method, the shield 

points are never coincident with the core points. Moreover, if the first 

ring surrounding the core is not too thin, che corresponding shield point 

distance from the core is such that numerical criticality does not occur. 

If, on the contrary, this ring is very thin, the distance from the core is 

small and numerical criticality occurs (removal fluxes and sources are over-

e timated). In order to avoid this, the user may enlarge the core region 

so that it contains the first shield ring. The fission density distribu

tion, however, must be defined in the real core region. We have not thought 

it convenient to burden the programme with other calculations, because 

neutron fluxes at a great distance from the core are only of interest in 

a shielding calculation. 

2.2 DIFFUSION FLU" COMPUTATION 

In the second part of SHREDI, the multi-group anisotropic diffusion 

equations are solved in r-z or x-y geometries for the diffusion flax com

putation. 

- ̂ -(Df (P) - 4 — ) - r|-(Df (P) - f — - ) + 
'ti » 3t1 3t2 < 3t2 

3$*(P) 
f- Df(P) -f^— • <E*ut(P) + (l-K)B2k<P)03

8(P)).*f(P) - (7) 

S I <P)*f'(?) - S8(P) - 0 , g-l,...,N6. 
g*-l g\g 

For monodimensional problems in cylindrical r geometry or in x geom£ 

3 K - 3*d(f> 

try, the term - T~-(D*(P) — - - — ) in eq. (7) is p„'r stituted by 

d t j '• 31 j 

B^(P)Dg(P) •**<?) . 
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The equations (7) are defined in a domain $ representing the shield 

to be examined. 

^, t2 are r,« or x,y variables (according to the gerietry) 

J» 1 in r-r geometry 

|» 0 in x-y geometry 

D?(P) (i-1,2,3), is the anisotropic diffusion coefficient in the direction 

t. for the diffusion energy group g . 

*?(P) is the diffusion flux for group g . 

I* (?) is the macroscopic cross section taking into account all the col

lisions which cause neutron loss from group g . 

B* (P) is the square transverse buckling, defined only for x-y geometry. 

is the square transverse buckling in monodimensional r problems 

Bj2(p) ^i s the square buckling in y direction in monodimensional x prob

lems 

[ , (P) is the macroscopic scattering cross section from group g' to 

group g . 

S (P) is the source for group g . 

NG is the number of the diffusion groups. 

In bidimensional geometry the domain is rectangular or defined as the 

difference between two rectangular domains. In monodimensional geometry it 

is a linear segment. 

At the external boundary points P. the conditions associated with 
D 

(7) are: 

a$5(p ) 
ag(Pb).^(Pb) + e

8(Pb)D?(Pb)- — 2 — 2 ~ - Y8(Pb) , (3) 
dt » 

1 

where 

i-1 for the left and right boundaries; 

i-2 for the upper and lower ones. 

If £E> is a double connected domain the internal boundary conditions 

associated with (7) and (8) can be of two kinds: 
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a) of kind (8) with ct,B,Y " constants 

b) of kind (8) with 6-0 . 

The code can also solve the adjoint equations for the adjoint dif

fusion flux computation. 

For diffusion flux calculations, the source S"(P) can be defined by 

the user in the input data or evaluated by the code using the removal 

fluxes computed in the first part. For adjoint flux problems, the source 

S (P̂  must always be defined by the user in the input ùata. 

Equations (7) and those expalining the boundary conditions are ap

proximated by the finite difference method, the result being a sysfcem of 

linear aquations. Such a system is solved for each group g, g =1. ..,NG , 

for the diffusion flux calculation using the Chebicev semi-iterative 

method. 

In the case of the adjoint flux, on the other hand, it is solved for 

each g group with g=NG,NG-l,...,1, using the same method. 

2.2.1 Calculation of the source 

cr — — 

Source S°(P) is computed at all points P of the finite difference 

lattice by utilizing removal calculations done in the first part. 

It is to be noticed that the diffusion group scheme is different from the 

one adopted for removal computations: the beginning and end boundaries of 

the diffusion energy band are, respectively, lower in value or equal to 

the corresponding boundaries of the removal energy range; moreover, for 

the common energy band, several removal groups may correspond to one di£ 

fusion group. The removal source evaluation, at a shield point P, for 
a 

a diffusion energy group g , is effected on the basis that neutrons 

which have undergone a collision in a removal group can be scattered in 

any diffusion group corresponding to lower energy. The source can be de

fined: 
s8(?) * § c i g , g ( 5 ) 4 8 ^ • <9> 

where c. (P) is the probability of scatter from the ig removal band 

to the g diffusion group; the summation is taken over all the removal 
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groups ig having energy greater or equal to that of the diffusion group 

g • 

The code can use tvo different schemes by calculating S*(P) according 

to eq. (9). 

In the first, the N.R.N, scheme [cfr. ref. 3, pag. 278] , the user :.-. at 

give matrix C = jc. 1 to SHREDI for each composition. 

For bidimensional problems, by utilizing coefficients of interpolating po-

linomials defining removal fluxes, the code computes coefficients corre

sponding to sources and uses them to tabulate these -purees. The interpola

tion procedure used is the same as that described in [u] . 

For raonodiraensional problems, if the assumed interpolation method is 

c) of par. 2.1.3, the removal sources are obtained in the same way as bi

dimensional problems. If the assumed interpolation method is a) or b) of 

par. 2.1.3, the sources are computed in all the diffusion mesh points by 

the corresponding removal flux values. 

In the second, the MAC-RAD scheme [cfr. ref.3 pag.2/'J, already ado

pted by monodimensional code SABINE [5],matrix C can, in some columns, 

have equal elements regarding the removal groups corresponding tò the same 

diffusion group. Equation (9) can be rewritten in the following way: 

Sg(P) = S X"(?)•!'(P) , (10) 
g' g'-'-g c 

where 

$jf<p> - s*jg<?> J <u> 
c ig 

the summation in (li) is extended to all the removal groups ig corre

sponding to diffusion group g* . The code assumes matrix IT", ] equal 

to the one defining macroscopic scattering cross sections for diffusion 

flux computations, except for the diagonal terms. In other words, removal 

and diffusion fluxes are considered as scattering in the same way. Dia-

gonal term I (P) is defined so that the balance of removal neutrons 

is saved, i.e.? 

f'wfi (P) - £>lig (p)**8(P) - df(P)+S I <p))*f (P) (i2) 
g+g c ig Rem j-g+1 g +j c 
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ì 

whe^e I (P) is the macroscopic absorption cross section; 

D — NG r — rQ — 

7 (P) + ^ > L (P) = Z. t(
p) of diffusion equations (7). Moreover, it is 

j-g+i g-*i 

assumed that the first removal group (group C) corresponds to no diffusion 

group and a collision scatters all the neutrons of this group into the 

first diffusion group. 

In this scheme, the sources are computed in two subsequent stages: in 

the first the collision density is evaluated; in the second this term is 

corrected according to eqs. (12) and (10) (i.e., by subtracting removal 

neutrons vnich are absorbed or scattered in the other groups and by adding 

others from the previous groups). 

Finally,removal fluxes 

*R (P) = S * R 8 ( P ) (13) 

c ig 

are tabulated at all poir.Ls P for diffusion groups g in both schemes 

and are memorised on a peripheral unit. 

The diffusion fluxes or adjoint diffusion fluxes computed for all 

the groups are memorized on a pe-ioheral unit. 

2.3 COMPUTATION OF NEUTRON FLUXES AND ACTIVATIONS 

After executing the diffusion flux calculation, the code computes 

anH prints the neutron flux for each diffusion energy group g and for 

each point P, : 
a 

*8(V " ̂ d(V+*R (V'*g • ( l4 ) 

. , «1 if group g is in the removal energy range 
where z 

g 
[-Ù if group ,; is not in this range. 

Finally, the code can do the activation computations. These calcula

tions consist of summing the suitably weighted neutron fluxes, correspond

ing to some energy groups, at some points of the lattice of the finite 

difference method. The groups for which the sum of the fluxes must be ef 
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fected, the weights and the points are decided .m by the users. 

The activation computation can be executed at all the diffusion grid 

mesh points or in some only. The coordinates r,z (or x,y) of points ?d , 

for which this calculation is required, are defined in thie way: 

r.(or x£) , i - ia+IPAS(k)-l . 

where l-£. « I < inM~x* 
* IPAS(k) 

l a 

IPX if k-1 

IP2(k-l) if 1 < k < i 
max 

and IP2(i ) « NP\ (NPX is the total number of points P. in the r 
max d 

(or x) direction). 

z. (or y.) , j - j +JPAS(k)-4 , 
J J a 

where !_x < a N< JP2(k)-J, 
Kjl JPAS(k) 

JJPY if k-1 

a |jP2(k-l) if 1 < k < j 
I v Jmax 

and JP2(i ) < NPY (NPY is the total number of points P. in the z Jmax d 
(or y) direction). 

The users must specify IPX, IPAS(k), IP'(k) , 1 4 k < i 

and JPY, JPAS(k), JP2(k) , 1 < k « j (cfr. par. 3.1.5). 
max _ 

The activation computation at every defined point P. 
((r^z.) or (x^yj) 

is: 

&(?d> - ^ °i/,(V (15) 

ig-ig] 
The users must specify the indices igi,ig2 and the quantities o. , where 
igl « ig « ig?. (cfr. par. 3.1.5). 
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3. INPUT DESCRIPTION 

3.1 IMPTTT HATA PREPARATION 

Before the input data, the following card is given: 

PROBLEM TYPE CARD (13): 

col 1-3 IrtECni = . J 

-3 by restart the code has to finish a removal cal

culation interrupted in a previous run of the 

programme 

-2 the code has to execute a removal calculation. 

-1 Che code has to execute a removal and collapsing 

calculation. 

0 the code has to execute a removal collapsing and 

diffusion calculation, than evaluate the group 

total fluxes and, if necessary, the activation. 

1 the code has to execute a collapsing and diffu

sion calculation, then evaluate the group total 

fluxes and, if necessary, the activations. 

2 the code has to execute a diffusion calculation, 

then evaluate the group total fluxes and, if ne

cessary, the activations. 

3 the code has to execute a collapsing calculation. 

4 the code has to finish a diffusion calculation 

by restart and to evaluate the group total fluxes 

(and, probably, the activations). 

5 the code has to evaluate the group total fluxes 

by restart (and,probably, the activations). 

6 the code has to execrte some activation computa

tions corresponding to a given removal diffusion 

problem. 



3.1.1 Input data for removal calculation 

The following data are only read if IRECDI is -2, -1, or 0 . 

TITLE CARD, (18A4). 

col 1-72 : title of the problem. 

PREVIOUS DATA CARD, (2413). 

col 1-3 NGEOM 

col 4-6 NDXS * 50 

• , ,0 x,v geometry, 
geometry index =<, 

1 r,z geometry. 

col 7-9 NDYS i 50 

number of interfaces between the shield materials 

including the interfaces between reactor shield 

and core and the reactor boundaries, orthogonal 

to the r (or x) axis. 

as NDXS for the z (or y) axis. For monodimensional 

problems NDYS=1. 

col 10-12 NDXC *' 50 : number of interfaces between the core materials, 

including the core boundaries orthogonal to the 

r (or x) axis. 

col I J —15 NDYC •; 50 : as NDXC for the z (or y)axis. In monodimonsional 

problems, NDYC=1 . 

total number of the reactor core and shield mate

rials . 

:ol 16-18 N'CMP -i 50 

col 19-21 NGR < 

col 22-24 IDIAG 

col 25-27 ILSR 

40 : number of removal energy groups. 
. , [0 theie is no diagonal symmetry. 

: symmetry index = < , J ' 1 there i s . 

|0 the remove' macroscopic 

cross sections are read 

from cards. 

1 they are defined by the 

library.Tn this SHREDI 

• ̂  version the library is 

not present ; there are 

only some dummy subrout^ 

nes. Actually, this faci_ 

| lity cannot be used. 

removal cross section 

library index 
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col 28-30 ISMC 

col 31-33 IRIDC: integration 
index 

f-1 the code exe.-utes the computations for shield 

points which aave i _ same ordinate YAS (cfr. 

par.2.1.1. and pag.24) 

0 the code executes the computations for all 

the described shield geometry. 

1 the code executes the computations only 

tor a horizontal portion of the described 

shield geometry. 

2 the code executes the calculations only for 

a p*rt of the described shield in the geometry 

x-y: a horizontal band and a vertical band 

are excluded from the computation. 

0 in the removal flux computation the inte

gration is executed using the meshes given 

in input for all the shield points (cfr. 

par. 2.1.5). 

1 the integration meshes may be doubled by 

the code when the shield points are far 

from the reactor core (cfr. par. 2.1.5). 

0 the code does not introduce other subdi

visions in the shield regions, along r 

(or x) axis. 

1 the code mav introduce subdivisions, in 

the r (or x) direction. 
v 

col 37-39 

For the bidimensional nrohlem 

0 as 1SCHX, for z (or y) direction. 

1 as ISCHX, for z (or v) direction. 

For mono-dimensional problems (ISMO-1 or NDYS-ltfDYOl) 

0 it is assumed that the removal fluxes 

are represented by the function e 

1 the removal fluxes ar» represented by 

a Chebichev polynomial as for the bidi

mensional problem. 

-1 the removal fluxes are represented bv 
•fax?+bx+c) 

col 34-36 ISCHX = <! 

1SCHY 

INTP:interpolation _ „ 
index 

the function e 

N.B. When ISMOM.the problem to be examined may be considered monodimensional 

relative to shield calculations. 
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CARDS SPECIFYING SHIELD SUBDIVISIONS, f5E14.7). 

Two sets of cards are given for bidimensional problems: 

a) XDS(I),I = l.NDXS : r (or x) coordinates of the shield material inter

faces, including the boundaries and interfaces 

between the reactor core and shield. 

b) YDS(I),I » l.NDYS : as in a), for z (or y) coordinates. This set is 

omitted if IDLAG=1. 

In monodimensional problems only set a) is present. 

CARDS SPECIFYING CORE SUBDIVISIONS.(5E14.7). 

Two sets of cards are given for bidimensional problems: 

a) XDC(I),l = l.NDXC : r (or x) coordinates of the core material interf£ 

ces, including the core boundaries. 

b) YDC(I),I - l.NDYC : as in a), for z (or y) coordinates. This set is 

omitted if ID LAG»1. 

In monodimensional problems only set a) is present. 

CARD SPECIFYING THE WIDTH OF THE NEGLECTED SHIELD BAND IN DIRECTION x,(lE14.7). 

This card is present only if NGEOM«0 (geometry x,y) and ISMC-2 . 

col 1-14 XAS : the first boundary, in direction x, of the shield 

region iii which the removal fluxes must be calcu

lated (XAS is, in other words, the wilth of the 

vertical band of the shield neglected in the re

moval flux calculation, cfr. fig.3) . 

CARD SPECIFYING SHIELD HEIGHT,(2E14.7). 

This card is present only if ISMC=1 or 2 or -1. 

col 1-14 YAS : the first boundary, in the z (or y) direction, of 

the shield region in which the removal fluxes must 

be calculated (cfr. fig.3). 

col 15-28 YBS or : the last boundary, in the z (or y) direction, of 

the shield region in which the removal fluxes must 

be calculated (cfr. fig.3). When I9K> -1 this fieH 

is blank. 

I I I i 
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FISSION SPECTRUM CARDS,(5E14. 7). 

This set is made up of one or more cards containing the tission spectrum 

integrals CHI(IG),IG=1,NGR. 

INTEGRAL COMPUTATION CARDS 

a) (313) 

col 1-3 NCX : number of core mesh points in r (or x) direction. 

col 4-6 NCY : number of core mesh points in z (or y) direction. In 

monodimensional problems, NCY=1 . 

col 7-9 NCZ : number of core mesh points in (or z) direction. 

For monodimensional problems in x y geometry, NCZ=1 . 

For bidimt -sional problems in x>y geometry, with the 

infinitely high core NCZ=1 . 

N.B. NCX,NCY,NCZ must be even numbers by the employed integration method. 

If NGEOM=0 (x.y geometry) and NCZfl, the code reads b) and c) card sets: 

> b) (13) 

col 1-3 NZC : number of interfaces between the core materials in the 

z direction, including the core boundaries. 

e) (5E14.7) 

Z(I),I=l,NZC : z coordinates of interfaces between the core materials, 

including the core boundaries. 

d) (5E14.7) 

XC(I),1=1,NCX : r (or x) coordinates of the core mesh points; these 

coordinates are defined in such a way that the distan 

ces between core mesh points are equal two by two. 

e) (5E14.7) 

YC(I),1=1,NCY : z (or y) coordinates of the core mesh points; these 
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coordinates must be defined as XC(I). 

This set is only present if NCY^l . 

f) (lE14.7),only present if NCY-1 . 

DELY 

g) (5E14.7) 

7C(I),I=1,NCZ 

the smallest mesh which the code uses in the integral 

computation in z (cr y) direction. 

^ (or z) coordinate of the core mesh points; these 

coordinates must be defined as XC(I),YC(I). 

This set is only present if NCZ^l. 

h) (1E14.7) , only present if NCZ=1 . 

DELZ : The smallest mesh which the code uses in the integral 

computation in z direction in x,y geometry. 

i) Two cards (5E14.7), containing the test constants for integral calcula 

TESTX 

TESTY 

TESTZ 

EPSX 

EPSY 

EPSZ 

E?S1X 

EPS1Y 

EPS1Z 

tion (cfr. par.2.1.5), are given: 

The test parameter T for each spatial direction. (It 

is opportune to give TESTZ " TESTY -: TESTX.) . 

The test parameter r for each jpatial direction.(It 

is opportune to give EPSZ • EPSY • EPSX.) 

The test parameter ^ for each spatial direction . 

(It is opportune to give EPSIZ < EPS1Y < EPS1X.) 

REMOVAL CROSS SECTION CARDS»(5E14.7). 

These cards are only present if ILSR-O. 

((SIGREM(I,K),I=1,NCMP),K=1,NGR): 

Removal mactoscopic cross auction are defined for each 

group for all the compositions. 
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SPATIAL FISSION DENSITY DISTRIBUTION CARDS 

a) (113) 

IFUN: index of function j 

form used for spa > 

tial fission density = \ 

distribution, F(P ) 

-1 F(P ) is costant . c 

0 F(P ) is eiven point wise. 

c 

1 F(P ) is an analytic function de

fined by the programme (cfr.par.1.2) 

2 F(P ) is an analytic function deH 

ned by the user through the dummy 

subroutine ESIMO included in the 

code. 
b) If IFUN= -1 the following card (1EH.7) is read : 

FCOST 

c) If IFUN=0 and NGEOM=0 the following set of cards is read, (5I-14.7): 

constant value of F(P ) 
c 

(((F(I,J,K),I=1,NCX),J=1,NCY),K=1,NCZ). 

F(I,.I,K) is the values of function F(P ) in the 
c 

core point P whose indices are I.J,K, i.e. whose 
c 

coordinates are X(I),Y(J),Z(K). 

d) If IFUN=0 and NGE0M=1 t h e f o l l o w i n g s e t of c a r d s i s r e a d , ( 5 K 1 4 . 7 ) : 

( ( F ( I , J ) , I = 1 , N C X ) , J = 1 , N C Y ) . 

F(I,J) is the value of function F(P ) in the co 

re point whose coordinates are R(I) ,Z( J),•' (K) 

with K=1„..,NCZ . 

e) If IFUN»1 the following cards are read: 

e.l) card specifying function form used respectively for direction r 

(or x), z (or y),e (or z), (313). 

| O for direction r (or x), the function form is 

I (5), par. 2.1.2 . 

J 1 for direction r (or x), the function lorm is 

I (6), par. 2.1.2 . 

-1 for direction r (or x). the function is con-

| stant. 

col 1-3 IF1 
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f 0 as IF1, for direction z (or y) . 

col 4-6 IF2 i 1 as, TF1, for direction z (or y) . 

-1 as IF1, for direction z (or y) . 

r 

col 7-9 IF3 

0 as IF1, for direction z in geometry (x,y). 

I 1 as IF1, for direction z in geometry (x,y). 

! -1 always fcr geometry (r,z). As IF1, for direction 

z in geometry (x,y). 

e.2) Card specifying constant to defin- function form, (5E14.7). 

col 1-14 COST : constant value of function or value of c in the formulae 

in the formulae (4), (4'). 

{ if TF1=0 represent ': and n . 

col 15-28 XI , of (5), respectively, for direction r (or x). 

col 29-42 X2 if IF1=1 represent t, and t- of (6), respectively, 

col 43-56 Yl 

col 57-70 Y2 

^ for direction r (or x). 

f 

\ as X1, X2 for direction z (or y) 

col 1- 14 Zl as XI, X2 for direction z :n geometry (x,y). 

col 15-28 Z2 In geometry (r,z), Z1=Z2=0 

MATERIAL OVERLAY CARDS ON THE PLANE r-z (OR x-y),(4(513,4X)). 

Tne lay-out of the materials is inputed by a sequential specification of 

rectangular blocks of a given material index. 

Any of these blocks can totally or partially cover the preceding ones. 

Each rectangle of the mesh grid takes the material of the last occurring 

block which includes this rectangle. 

The specification of the rectangular blocks is made by inputing sets of 

five integers: 

col 1-3 I : material index of the block . 

r 

col 4-6 Cj : left column bounding the block (1 <- C < MX. , 

wnere NX-NDXS+NDXC-2). 
col 7-9 C_ : right column bounding the bloci' (C. - C < NX) . 
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col 10-12 R.. : upper row bounding the block (1 ̂  R < NY , where 

NY=NDYS+NDYC-2). 

col 13-15 R? : lower row bounding the block (R. < R ^ NY) . 

N.B. a) If NCY=1 , R1=R2=1 . 

b) It is necessary to arrange the reactor materials so that the 

shield material indices are less than the core material indices, 

The specification is continued according to the assigned format 

BLANK CARD 

A blank card indicates the end of the material overlay. 

MATERIAL OVERLAY CARDS FOR THE CORF. IN x-y-z GEOMETRY, (3 (712,2X) ,712) 

If NG£OM=0 and NCZ^l, the code reads the following card block defining the 

material distribution in the parallelepiped representing the reactor core. 

The procedure is the same as that adopted ••o define the material distribu

tion on the plane r,z (or x,y) for the total reactor. (The lay-out of the 

material is inputed by a sequential specification of parallelepiped blocks 

of a giver material index. Any such blocks either totally or partially 

covers the preceding ones. Each parallelepiped of the mesh grid takes the 

material index of the last occurring block which includes this parallele

piped) . 

The specification of tne blocks is made by inputing sets of seven integers: 

= material index of the block . 

= x-planes delimiting block . 

a y-planes delimiting block . 

* z-planes delimiting block. 

This specification is continued according to the assigned format. 

col 

col 

col 

col 

col 

col 

col 

1-3 

4-6 

7-9 

10-12 

13-15 

16-18 

19-22 

I 
r 

M 
'2 J 
», 1 
R2] 

M 
M 
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N.B. The numeration for C ,C ; \ t \ m u s t b e tlvat u s e d f o r "he r e a c t o r 

material map for the plane x-y. 

BLANK CARD 

A blank card indicates the end of the material overlay. 

The coefficients of polynomials defining the removal fluxes are re

corded on logical unit 5. If IRECDI=-2 the corresponding data set must 

be Laved in order that the results can be utilized in a subsequent pro

blem for a collapsing and diffusion calculation. 

If during the removal flux calculation the problem is stopped for want 

of time, the programme provides for a restart of this problem. The necessa:y 

data to start are memorized on the logical unit 4. Supposing that such a 

restart may occur, the user must save the data set corresponding to the logical 

unit h. 

To execute this restait the user must define 

IRECDI = -3 and must remove the input data cards described above. The other 

input data are unchanged. During the restart calculation, the programme gives 

again the previous value to IRECDI. 
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3.1.2 Input data for collapsing calculation and removal flux interpolation 

The following data are read if IRECDI=-1 or 0, or 1, or 3. If IRECDI=1 

or 3, the coefficients of polynomials defining the removal fluxes must be 

provided by a peripheral unit w'.iose logical number is 8. 

TITLE CARD,(18A4). 

This is read if IRECDI=1 or 3. 

col 1-72 TITLE(I), 1=1,18: title of the problem. 

PREVIOUS DAT* CARD N°l, (3i3). 

Read if IRECDI=1 or 3 

col i-3 NGEOM : geometry index = • 

ol 7-9 NCMP(<50) 

col 4-6 IDIAG : symmetry index 

0 x-y geometry 

1 r-z geometry 

0 there is no diagonal symmetry 

1 there is. 

: total number of the reactor core and shield ma

terials 

PREVIOUS DATA CARD N°2, (313;. 

col 1-3 KSORG 

col 4-6 NPX(;'200) 

col 7-9 NPY(<200) 

0 removal flux and source calculation is executed 

by NRN scheme. 

1 removal flux and source calculation is executed 

^ by MAC-RAD scheme. 

number of columns for diffusion calculation (the 

columns are numbered from left to right starting 

from 1) . 

number of rovs for diffusion calculation (the rowa 

are numbered downwardly starting from 1). 
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DIFFUSION MESH SPECIFICATION CARDS 

a) (EH.7) 

SECOX : first mesh point in diffusion calculation for r (or x) 

direction . 

b) (6(E9.3,I3)) 

In each card there are at most six pairs of numbers: 

Ax = the mesh space length (in cm). 

C = the column up to which this mesh is adopted. All the 

C must be given ir. an increasing order, and the last 

must be =NPX . 

c) (EH.7) 

SECOY : as SECOX, for z (or y) direction. 

d) (6(E9.3,I3)) 

Ay fas b) for z (cry) direction . 

C ÌThe last C must be =NPY . 

If IDIAG^O or NPY=1, sets c) and d) must be omitted. 

CARDS DEFINING REMOVAL FLUX COLLAPSING, (2413). 

A set of one or more cards is read: 

col 1-3 NGRC : number of collapsed removal groups. 

col 4-6 ICOLLA (1) : number of removal groups i. >rresponding to the 

first collapsed group. 

col ICOLLA(NGRC): number of removal groups corresponding to the 

last collapsed group. 

CARDS DEFINJNG SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS FOR REMOVAL FLUXES IN NRN SCHEME 

This card set is present only if KSCRG-0 

a) Previous data card (213) 

col 1-3 NG < 40 : diffusion group number for which the calcula

tion should be executed. 
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col 4-6 NCMP$50 : shield material number . 

b) NCMP sets, each of them is constituted by NGR subsets, one for each re

moval group IG, which define the scattering macroscopic cross sections 

[RSS(IG,D, L«=1,NG], from the removal groups IG to all the diffusion groups. 

(5E14.7) 

col 1-14 RSS (IG.l) 

col 15-23 RSS (IG,2) 

.and so on 

The removal fluxes and sources are recorded on logical unit 10. 

If IRECDI—1, or 3, the corresponding . ta set must be saved in order to 

execute a diffusion computation. 
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3.1.3 Input data for diffusion calculation 

The following data are read if IRECDI-0,1,2 . 

TITLE CARD (18A4) 

Read only if IRECDI=2 . 

col 1-72 TITLE(I),1-1,18: Title of the problem 

PREVIOUS DATA CARD N° 1, (513). 

col 1-3 NAG 

col 4-6 IFG :flux guess 
index 

col 7-9 IFDIT:flux print 
index 

col 1.0-12 ISGE rsource 
index 

col 13-15 IRFPI:internal 
boundary 
index 

I 

diffusion group number. 

If KS0RG=1, NAG is the numb«r of diffusion 

group plus one. 

0 the initial guess of the diffusion flux 

is 0 at the internal diffusion point. 

1 the initial guess is read from a data 

set 

0 the point diffusion fluxes are not printed. 

1 they are printed only for specified 

groups. 

2 they are printed for all groups. 

(0 the external source is read by cards. 
) 
\ 1 the source is on a data set whose 
[ logical number is 10. 

0 there is no internal boundary on which 

the diffusion fluxes are assigned. 

1 there is an internal boundary. 

PREVIOUS DATA CARD N°2,(413). 

col 1-3 ICOND:boundary 
condition 
index 

'0 the boundary conditions are the same 

for all the groups 

1 the boundary conditions are group-de

pendent. 
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col 4-6 IOM : spec ti al radii 
index 

col 7-9 NADJ :adjoint flux 
index 

col 10-12 NCMP (<50) 

! -1 the spectral radii of the Gauss-

Seidel matrices are read from cards. 

1 1 they are read from the flux data 

set. 

0 they are calculated by the programme. 

If IFG=0, I0M=0 

(0 the programme calculates the dif-

= \ fusion flux 

{ 1 it calculates the adjoint flux 

number of shield materials. The core is considered 

as a single composition or as a shield portion 

which is excluded by the diffusion computation 

and on whose boundary the point diffusion flux 

is assigned. 

PREVIOUS DATA CARD N°3,(6I3). 

This card is read only if IRF.CDI = 2. 

col 1-3 NGEOM: geome•.•.>* index 
0 x-y geometry. 

1 r-z geomet;y. 

0 there is no diagonal symmetry. 
col 4-6 IDIAG: symmetry index = ^, 

3 1 1 there is. 

col 7-9 ILSR : cross section 
library index 

col 10-12 KSORG 

col 13-15 NPX («200) 

iO the nuclear data are read from 
i 

card 
1 they are defined by library. 

0 removal flux and source calcula

tion was executed by NRN scheme 

1 removal flux and source calcula-

', ti on was executed by MAC-RAD schê  

' me 

number of columns for diffusion calculation (the 

columns are numbered from left to right starting 

from I). 
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col 16-18 NPY «200) nunber of rows for diffusion calculation (the 

rows are numbered downwardly starting fron. 1). 

CARDS FOR DIFFUSION GROUP-FLUX PRINTING ,(2413). 

These cards, present only if IFPIT-l, specify the vector NFPRI(I),1-1,. ..,NG, 

where NG-NAG if KSORG-0, or -NAG-1 if KSORG-1. 

col 1-3 NFPRI(l) 

col 4-6 NFPRI(2) 

'l the point diffusion flux of group 1 ii print^ 

ed. 

0 it is not printed. 

same meaning for group 2 . 

and so on for all the groups. 

CARDS FOR USE OF DIFFUSION FLUX GUESS DATA SET, (2413). 

The cards, present only if IFG=1, specify the vector IFLUX(I), I-1.....NG. 

0 the diffusion flux guess for group I is 

not recorded on the data set. For this group 

the flux guess is 0. 

1 the diffusion flux for group I is recorded 

IFLUX(I) K on the data set whose logical unit is 11 , 

and must be used as initial guess. 

, 2 the diffusion flux for group I is recorded 

on the data set 1) and must be used as ini

tial guess, but boundary conditions must 

! be changed. 

N.B. If IFLUX(I)«0, IFLUX(Ig)-0 for I U g 4 NG. 

In particular if 1=1, it is convenient to put IFG-0 and to omit 

these cards. 

TEVT CARD, (2E12.5). 

col 1-12 DEL : flux iteration convergence criterion. 

If DEL-0., the programme sets DEL-0.001 
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col 13-14 TAL* : convergence criterion for the "semi-iteracive" 

method parameter calculation. 

SPECTRAL RADII CARD, (6E12.5)-

These cards, present only if IOM < 0, specify the vector OGA(I), 1=1,...,NG. 

col 1-12 0GA(1) : spectral radius of Jacobi matrix for group 1 

for the "semi-iterative" method parameter calcu 

lation. 

col 13-24 0GA(2) : same meaning for group 2 . 

and so on for all the groups. 

BOUNDARY CONDITION CARDS, (2(3E10.4,I3.6X)). 

For bidimensional problems, the boundary conditions rre specified by means 

of one (IC0ND=0) or NG (IC0ND"=1) sets of cards constituted by tour subsets 

of cards corresponding to the four external boundaries, ordered anti-clock 

wise, starting from the top side. 

In each card of a subset, there are at most two sets of four numbers, i.e.: 

a,3iY : of (8) cfr., par. 2.2 

C : column (or row) up to which this boundary condition is extended. 

All the C must be given in an increasing order, and the last 

one must be NPX (or NPY). 

N.B. There are two options for each of the four boundaries: 

a) ?*) . 

b) é-0, rn*0 . 

In the a) case, the boundary conditions are for the diffusion flux 

for all the diffusion groups. 

In the b) case, on the contrary, we may have two different situations. 

b.l) The top or the left shield boundary coincides, respectively, 

with the bottom or the right core boundary. In this case, for 

the first NGRC ciffusion groups the condition for the above-

mentioned boundary is assigned for the total neutron flux. The 

assigned value is y/t. From this value, the code determines 
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the diffusion flux boundary value to be used in the diffusion 

calculation. For the residual diffusion groups and for the other 

boundaries the condition is for the diffusion flux and the as

signed value is y/a. 

b.2) The core is a portion of the diffusion equation domain. In this 

case, boundary conditions are assigned for the diffusion flux 

for all the diffusion groups. The assigned value is y/a. 

For a monodimensional problem the Doundary conditions are specified by means 

of one or NG sets of two cards; the first corresponds to the left boundary, 

the second to the right boundary. In each card of a subset, there are four 

numbers: 

3,8,-y of (8), cfr. par.2.2 

C - 1 

N.B. Even for monodimensional problems we have the same two options for 

each of two boundaries as for bidimensional problems. 

DIFFUSION MESH SPECIFICATION CARDS 

These cards are read only if IRECDI-2. 

a) (E14.7) 

SECOX : first mesh point for r (or x) direction. 

b) (6(E 9.3,13)) 

In each card there are at most six pairs of numbers. 

Ax • mesh space length (in cm). 

C » the column up to which this mesh is adopted. 

All the C must be given in an increasing order; and the 

last one must be =»NPX. 

e) (E14.7) 

SECOY : as SECOX for z (or y) direction, 

d) (6(E9.3,I3)) 

Ay m fas b) for z (or y) direction . 

C I The last C must be -NPY . 

If IDIAG-1 or NPY-1, sets c) and d) must be omitted. 
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MATERIAL OVERLAY CARDS, (4(513,4X)). 

The lay-out of the materials is inputed by the same procedure used in the 

removal computation (cfr. par.3.1.1) . 

col 1-3 I = material index of the examined rectangular block, 

col 4-6 C » left column bounding the block (1 .< C < NPX). 

col 7-9 C - right column bounding the block (C < C? < NPX) . 

col 10-12 R » upper row bounding the block (1 ̂  R < NPY) . 

col 13-15 R- = lower row bounding the block (R < R- ^ NPY) . 

This speciiication is continued according n the assigned format. 

For monodimensional problems R. = R„ = 1 . 

BLANK CARD 

A blank card indicates the er.d of the material overlay. 

MACROSCOPIC DATA SPECIFICATION, (6E12.5) 

These cards are read if ILSR=0 . 

For each material there are two sets of cards. 

a) The first set is constituted by the following cards; 

a.l) If KS0RG=1 the code reaas: 

col 25-36 I : absorption macroscopic cross section fcr the first 

collapsed renoval group, 

a.2) NG cards, one for each group, containing the following data: 

col 1-12 D? . anisotropic diffusion coefficient for r (or x) dire£ 

tion. 

col ll-Ti nf : anisotrop diffusion coefficient for z(or v) direction. 

For monodimensional problems this field contains the 

quantity D^-B', . 

col 25-3f> 7 : total macroscopic cross section. 

g°UJ col 37-4.9 Dj-B' :in x-y geometry, anisotropic diffusion coefficient 

for z direction multiplied for square trasversai 

buckling. 

In r-z geometry this field must be blank. 
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col 49-60 S 

col 61-72 

g external source. 

this field must be blank. 

If the considered material represents the core for which the flux must not 

be calculated and on whose boundary the assigned condition is a8$8+08D 4^— *y 
3n 

where a,3 > 0 and y ^ 0 , the set a.2) contains the following data: 

col 1-12 

col 13-24 

col 25-36 

col 37-48 

col 49-60 

col 61-72 

this field must be blank, 

this field must be blank , 

, 8 

B g 

g 
Y 

this field must be blank 

b) the second set is constituted by NG-1 subsets, one for each group 

g (1 < g ' NG), containing the scattering macroscopic cross sections 

from group g to group g', where g'=g+l,...,NG 

coi i-i2 y . 

col 13-24 I _ 

and so on 

CARDS DEFINING THE SHIELD INTERNAL BOUNDARY 

These cards are read if IRFPl-1. 

a) (413) 

col 1-3 NX1 

col 4-6 NX2 

col 7-9 NY1 

column index of diffusion mesh grid corresponding 

to the left side of shield internal boundary 

(1 i NX1 < NPX) . 

column index corresponding to the right side 

(NX1 < NX2 ̂  NPX) . 

row index corresponding to the upper side 

( U NY1 < NPY). 
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col 10-12 NY2 : row ind^x corresponding to the lower side 

(NY1 < MY2 ^ NPY). 

b) (6E12.5) . NG sets of cards are read. Each NG set consists of four 

subsets of cards. Every subset contains, for the first NGRC diffusion 

groups, the total neutron flux values for all points of each side of 

the shield internal boundary. For the residual diffusion groups it con

tains the diffusion flux values. The sides are ordered anti-clockwise, 

starting from the top side. 

col 1-12 i& (1) 
cl 

col 13-24 ; 8 (2) 
ci 

and so on. 

Fo the first NGRC groupsthe code, from the assigned values, determins the 

diffusion flux boundary values to be used in the diffusion calculation. 

BLANK CARD 

.* blank card must be present only if no activation calculation is to be 

executed (cfr. 3.1.5). 

The characteristic par«.meters of the executed diffusion calculation, 

the finite difference coefficients for all ciffusion groups, the condition 

on external and internal boundaries for all diffusion groups are recorded 

on logical unit 2. 

For each diffusion group the diffusion fluxes are memorized on logical 

unit 11. After having calculated all the diffusion fluxes, the code compu

tes and memorizes the neutron fluxes on logical unit 9. If the diffusion 

computation is not completed or only the diffusion fluxes tor the first 

groups must be utilized in a subsequent restart calculation (cfr. 3.1.A), 

the diffusion fluxes are memorized on logical unit 11, but in the subse

quent restart calculation the logical unit must be named 9. 
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3.1.4 Input data for restart probi 

If IRECDI-4, i.e. a restart calculation is required for the diffusion 

and neutron flux computation, the following input data are read: 

TITLE CARD (18A4) 

col 1-72 TITLE(I),1-1,18: title of the problem. 

PREVIOUS DATA CARD (13) 

col 1-3 IOM: spectral radii 

index 

f-1 spectral radii are read by card. 

y 0 are computed by the code 
: 1 are read from flux data set. 

IFLUX(I) 

CARDS FOR USE OF DIFFUSION FLUX DATA SET,(2413). 

These cards specify the vector IFLUX(I),I-1,...,NG . 

f-1 the diffusion flux for group I is recorded on the 

data set whose logical unit is 9. It must be saved 

on the same data set without executing any iteration. 

/ 1 the diffusion flux for group I is recorded on dati 

set 9 and is used as initial guess for the diffusion 

I calculation. 

I 0 the diffusion flux for group I is not recorded on 

1 the data set. The initial guess is 0. 

In a restart problem there may be all three possibilities for IFLUX(I), 

They must be: 

IFLUX(I)—1 for 1 r I v< I, 

IFLUX(I)- 1 for 

for 

N.B. 

IFLUX(I)- 0 

1 
Ij+1 <f I < I2 . 

I,+l < I - NG . 

TEST CARD,(2E.12.5). 

col 1-12 DEL 

col 13-24 TAU 

flux iteration convergence criterion. If DEL«0., 

the programme sets DEL-0.001. 

convergence criterion for the "serai-iterative" 

method parameter calculation. 
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SPECTFAL RADII CARDS,(6E12.5). 

These cards, present only if IOM < 0, specify the vector 0GA(I),I=1, ,NG. 

col 1-12 OGA(l) : spectral radius of Jacobi matrix, for group 1, 

for the "semi-iterative" method parameter calcii 

lation . 

col 13-24 0GA(2) : same meaning for group 2 

and so on for all groups. 

For each diffusion group, the diffusion fluxes are recorded on logical 

unit 11. After having completed the diffusion flux calculation, the code 

computes and memorizes the neutron fluxes on logical unit 9. 

If the diffusion computation is not completed or only the diffusion 

fluxes for the first groups are to be utilized in a subsequent restart cal

culation the diffusion fluxes are memorized on logical unit 11, but in the 

successive restart calculation the logical unit must be n^med 9. 

If IRECDI=5, i.e. a restart calculation is required for the neution 

flux computation, no input data are read. The diffusion fluxes must be 

provided by a pheripheral unit whose logical number is 11. 

In both cases, IRECDI=4 and IRECDI=5, the boundary conditions for all 

diffusion groups, memorized on data set in a previous calculation, must 

be provided by logical unit 2. In che same way, the user must provide the 

removal fluxes on logical unit 10. 

BLANK CARD 

A blank card must be present only if no activation calculation is to be 

executed (cfr.3.1.5). 
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3.1.5 Input data for the activation computation 

The following data are present if one or more activation computations 

are required. 

IRECDI can be 0, or 1, or 2, or 4, or 5, or 6. 

If the IRECDI is 6, the neutron fluxes must be provided by a peripheral 

unit whose logical number is 9. 

For each activation calculation the following set of cards is read: 

TITLE CARD,(18A4). 

col 1-72 : title of the activation calculation required. 

If the TITLE CARD is a blank card the calculation 

is stopped. 

CARDS DEFINING THE DETECTOR POINTS 

a) (213) 

col 1-3 IPX : index of the first column of the diffusion grid for 

which the activation calculation is executed. 

col 4-6 JPY : as IPX for the first row. 

b) A set of cards for the r (or x) direction (8(213,3X)). 

In these cards there are at most 8 pairs of numbers IPAS, IP2. For the 

meaning of IPAS and IP2, cfr. par.3. 

col 1-3 IPAS 

col ~-6 IP2 

col 10-12 and so on, as long as IP2-NPX or IP2=0. 

c) A set of cards (8(213,3X) for the z (or y) direction, defining JPAS, 

JP2 as IPAS, IP2 ir set b ) . 

The last value of JP2 is 0 or NPY. (For monodimensional problems, ob

viously, JPAS»1,JP2=1). 

CARD SPECIFYING GROUPS INTERESTED IN THE ACTIVATION CALCULATION ,(213). 

col 1- 3 IG1 : index of the first group appearing in the sum de-
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fining the activation 6L of formula (15). 

col 4-6 IG2 : index of the last group. 

CARDS SPECIFYING THE WEIGHTS APPEARING IN THE ACTIVATION CALCULATION,(5E14.7). 

col 1-14 SIG (IGl) coefficient multiplying IGl group total flux in 

the activation calculation. 

col 15-28 SIG (IG1+J) same as SIG (IGl) for IGl+1 group total flux. 

. . . and so on . 
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